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A key challenge in the emerging field of precision nutrition entails providing diet recommendations that

reflect both the (often unknown) dietary preferences of different patient groups and known dietary constraints

specified by human experts. Motivated by this challenge, we develop a preference-aware constrained-inference

approach in which the objective function of an optimization problem is not pre-specified and can differ across

various segments. Among existing methods, clustering models from machine learning are not naturally suited

for recovering the constrained optimization problems, whereas constrained inference models such as inverse

optimization do not explicitly address non-homogeneity in given datasets. By harnessing the strengths of both

clustering and inverse optimization techniques, we develop a novel approach that recovers the utility functions

of a constrained optimization process across clusters while providing optimal diet recommendations as cluster

representatives. Using a dataset of patients’ daily food intakes, we show how our approach generalizes

stand-alone clustering and inverse optimization approaches in terms of adherence to dietary guidelines and

partitioning observations, respectively. The approach makes diet recommendations by incorporating both

patient preferences and expert recommendations for healthier diets, leading to structural improvements in

both patient partitioning and nutritional recommendations for each cluster. An appealing feature of our

method is its ability to consider infeasible but informative observations for a given set of dietary constraints.

The resulting recommendations correspond to a broader range of dietary options, even when they limit

unhealthy choices.
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1. Introduction

Precision nutrition, an emerging field that addresses “the practical question of what to eat to stay

healthy,” has garnered significant attention in recent years, as imbalanced nutrition has emerged

as a key contributor to numerous health issues that cost “hundreds of billions of dollars” each year

(Rodgers and Collins 2020, p. 735). In relation to this question, adhering to healthy dietary habits

plays an essential role. In practice, physicians often recommend specific diet regimens, for instance,

the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) diet to control patients’ sodium intake

(DASH 2018). However, these diet regimens are rarely tailored to patients with their lifestyles
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or dietary preferences in mind, making long-term patient adherence challenging (Bazrafkan et al.

2021, Downer et al. 2016, Inelmen et al. 2005). Incorporating dietary preferences helps generate

more palatable diet recommendations (i.e., preference-aware diet recommendations), which is a

crucial building block of precision nutrition (Rodgers and Collins 2020). Yet, dietary preferences,

which are commonly reflected in each segment’s objective functions, are rarely known; hence, broad

and general dietary guidelines continue to be the norm.
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Figure 1 A schematic figure representing the distribution of the nutritional intakes of the respondents from the

NHANES dataset compared with the recommended values or limits set by the DASH dietary behavior

plan. The majority of the respondents (at least half) exhibit unhealthy behaviors with regard to many

essential nutrients, including sodium, cholesterol, dietary fiber, and saturated fatty acids.

Interestingly, diet planning was among the pioneering application areas of operations research

techniques, particularly linear programming (Dantzig 1965, Stigler 1945). In recent years, the focus

of this area has shifted to using observed food-intake data to help inform diet recommendations.

However, commonly used data-driven approaches are more suitable for replicating patient behav-

iors (both desirable and non-desirable ones), which are often at odds with expert recommendations.

As an illustrative example, in Figure 1, we plot the dietary behaviors of the National Health and

Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) respondents, which includes nearly 10,000 respondents
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who record their daily food choices for two days.1 As the figure shows, the majority of the respon-

dents do not adhere to the limits set forth by the DASH dietary guidelines for a majority of

categories. Clearly, a näıve clustering model can replicate the unhealthy behaviors that a signif-

icant portion of the patients exhibit. The presence of diverse patient objectives (e.g., regulating

calories, maximizing taste, and minimizing cost) and multiple dietary constraints (e.g., fiber intake

should be within a certain range) further complicates the diet recommendation problem. In such

circumstances, human intervention is essential to guide diet recommendation algorithms.

Existing machine learning algorithms are not immediately suitable for this type of problem.

As powerful as these algorithms are, when used to “recover” optimization problems, they mostly

operate under the assumption that the optimization problems are not subject to hard constraints

and handle occasional constraints by introducing large penalties.2 Parallel to machine learning,

inverse optimization focuses on recovering an optimization problem from a given set of observations

(see, e.g., Ahuja and Orlin 2001, Aswani et al. 2018, Chan et al. 2019, Ghobadi et al. 2018);

theoretically, the original optimization (a.k.a. “forward” optimization) problem is recovered such

that the observation becomes its optimal solution. However, a shortcoming of inverse optimization

is that it usually applies to a single or a small number of observations (Ahuja and Orlin 2001).

Although applying inverse optimization to the average or the worst case of multiple observations

is possible (Esfahani et al. 2018, Ghobadi et al. 2018), existing inverse optimization techniques

assume all observations share the same feasible set and objective function.

Figure 2 illustrates a bi-dimensional constrained environment where decisions are observed over

potentially different objectives while a proposed shared feasible set is in place. As Figure 2(a) shows,

when inverse optimization models are applied to recover objective vectors and optimal decisions,

they generally assume all observations share the same feasible set and objective function. A stand-

alone inverse optimization model is not developed with partitioning in mind; thus, in the face

of all the observed decisions, stand-alone inverse optimization will yield a single optimal solution

pertaining to a one-size-fits-all scenario. Figure 2(b), on the other hand, shows that stand-alone

clustering models do not consider the known constraints of the setting and result in suboptimal or

even infeasible solutions. In other words, a näıve machine learning model is unable to capture the

deviations and often provides recommendations that are—although similar to observed behaviors—

undesirable (e.g., they tend to recommend diets high in sodium when patients’ dietary choices

tend to be excessively high in sodium). This tendency is in contrast to a combined model that

1 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/index.htm

2 One approach to address this major limitation of machine learning algorithms is “constraint learning,” that is,
learning constraints from examples. Yet, constraint learning is a nascent field in machine learning, with limited
evidence of its effectiveness and few real-world applications (De Raedt et al. 2018).

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/index.htm
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Figure 2 A representative example of how inverse optimization combined with machine learning incorporates

expert recommendation in clustering non-homogeneous observations, whereas both stand-alone inverse

optimization and machine learning overlook important aspects, namely the differences between observed

decisions and the known constraints of the problem, respectively. In the figure, smaller, similar shapes

showcase decisions within the same cluster, whereas larger shapes show the cluster representative that

the model learns. The shaded areas represent the partitioning.

incorporates the ability of machine learning models to capture non-homogeneity (i.e., potential

variation across decision makers) and the ability of inverse optimization models to recover objective

functions, which would provide better recommendations for each cluster of patients.

Most notably, such a combined approach produces clusters that differ from those produced by

a stand-alone machine learning model in that each cluster contains a portion of the feasibility

region with extreme points (which can be optimal for a realization of the unknown parameters of

the optimization problem), whereas the stand-alone machine learning approach produces several

interior clusters that are “landlocked” by other clusters. Figure 2(c) demonstrates how our approach

yields structurally different solutions in terms of both partitioning and the recommended solutions

for each cluster. Clearly, the combined approach is more than just layering an optimization problem

on top of a clustering problem; rather, it allows for interaction between optimization and clustering.

In line with the spirit of Figure 2(c), we develop a novel methodology that unifies machine learn-

ing and inverse optimization (denoted as MLIO) for constrained decision-making environments with

unknown performance metrics and known constraints. Our methodology leverages the strengths

of clustering models (in handling large and non-homogeneous datasets) and inverse optimization

(in recovering the utility function under constraints and providing optimality guarantees) in large

datasets. Using this methodology, we enforce desirable constraints on the cluster representatives
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and guarantee optimality conditions. Specifically, we formulate an optimization model that incor-

porates the known parameters of the constrained (forward) optimization problems and the set of all

observed decisions. The model then optimizes over a loss criterion and recovers a number of clusters

and the same number of (forward) optimization problems. We develop the model in such a way

that for each of the recovered optimization problems and clusters, an optimal solution minimizing

the loss towards the observed decisions within the cluster is also obtained. Furthermore, we present

two solution approaches to the MLIO problem for larger datasets. The first, sequential approach

treats the clustering and inverse optimization steps sequentially to provide a feasible solution for

the general problem, whereas the second, embedded approach builds on an initial partitioning by

solving the inverse optimization model and reassigns observations jointly and iteratively.

Additionally, we demonstrate that for the case of infeasible observed solutions, our proposed

methodology has the desirable effect of providing optimal solutions that deviate incrementally

from existing solutions, as shown in Figure 2(c) for clusters including infeasible solutions. For our

application, we specifically focus on the personalized diet recommendation problem. We show the

performance and applicability of these solution approaches to the setting of the diet recommenda-

tion problem for a subset of patients from the NHANES dietary data. We show a näıve clustering

model results in the replication of patients’ existing dietary patterns that may reflect unhealthy

lifestyles. By contrast, our MLIO model, through added flexibility of human inputs in the form of

dietary constraints, recommends diets that adhere to DASH nutritional guidelines while incorpo-

rating dietary preferences inferred from the data. Even though they restrict unhealthy options, the

resulting recommendations often correspond to a wider variety of dietary options.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related literature.

Next, we describe the problem setting from a theoretical standpoint in Section 3 and detail our

general MLIO model that unifies machine learning and inverse optimization. Section 4 discusses

the solution method, where Sections 4.1 and 4.2 detail and compare two efficient solution methods.

Finally, Section 5 applies our novel approach to a diet recommendation problem and generates

managerial implications. This paper concludes in Section 6.

2. Literature

Our paper builds on and contributes to several streams of literature. Methodology-wise, we blend

inverse optimization and unsupervised machine learning, so our paper is related to the literature

on both approaches. Thematically, we contribute to the emerging field of precision nutrition and

extend the scope of the healthcare operations management literature. More broadly, our paper is

connected to the nascent literature on the human-algorithm connection.

Inverse optimization is an inference tool for recovering optimization models and has received

increased attention since the seminal work by Ahuja and Orlin (2001), who develop a method to
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recover the cost vector of a linear programming problem given the optimal solution of the problem.

Interest in inverse optimization first arose from finding parameters for combinatorial optimization

problems such as the shortest-path problem from given optimal solutions (Burton and Toint 1992,

Zhang and Ma 1999). In general, inverse optimization models aim to recover unknown parameters

of an optimization problem by minimizing the loss in the optimality of the observed solutions. Early

work in inverse optimization focuses on the case of a single observed solution (see, e.g., Ahuja and

Orlin 2001, Chan et al. 2019, Iyengar and Kang 2005, Schaefer 2009). To overcome this limitation,

several recent papers (Aswani et al. 2018, Babier et al. 2021, Ghobadi and Mahmoudzadeh 2020,

Shahmoradi and Lee 2022b) have extended this methodology to a limited number of (possibly noisy

and/or suboptimal) observations. Recent inverse optimization works have shown the applicability

of this approach in various health and non-health applications (Ahmadi et al. 2020a, Akhtar et al.

2022, Aswani et al. 2019, Bärmann et al. 2018, Beil and Wein 2003, Bertsimas et al. 2012, Chan

et al. 2014, 2022a,b, Chow and Recker 2012, Faragó et al. 2003, Shahmoradi and Lee 2022a,b); we

refer the reader to Chan et al. (2021) for a comprehensive survey of recent advances in theory and

applications of inverse optimization. However, an underlying assumption across all these studies is

that the observed decisions are solutions to the same optimization problem. In other words, all of the

observed solutions are derived from the same utility function and the same feasible set. To the best

of our knowledge, existing inverse optimization methods are not capable of distinguishing between

observations that share the same feasible set but potentially different objectives and provide no

means of partitioning given observations. This paper bridges this gap in the literature.

Various machine learning applications are also considered for constrained optimization problems.

From this perspective, the majority of the literature focuses on methods to solve optimization

problems (especially combinatorial optimization problems). The reader is referred to Bengio et al.

(2021) for a review of machine learning applications to continuous and combinatorial optimization

problems. However, only a handful of studies have focused on learning solutions to optimization

problems from given decisions. Among these studies, some map existing, noisy, and/or suboptimal

observed decisions to better, near-optimal solutions based on the available knowledge of the problem

context (Misra et al. 2018). Deep neural network and reinforcement learning models have also been

explored to generate “good” solutions for learning problems that involve decision making (Bengio

et al. 2021, Bastani et al. 2021). However, most of the existing machine learning-based models do not

guarantee the optimality of the mapped solutions and are prone to missing or violating important

constraints in the optimization problem (Misra et al. 2018), with a few exceptions: Márquez-Neila

et al. (2017), for example, explore the idea of imposing hard constraints on deep networks to

guarantee optimality; as another example, Elmachtoub and Grigas (2022) propose alternative loss

functions in the prediction models that account for subsequent optimization problems. Machine
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learning techniques have also been used to infer the objective weights of optimization problems

related to medical decision-making (Babier et al. 2018, Beam and Kohane 2018). Numerous studies

investigate machine learning approaches and applications in healthcare services, for reviews of

which we refer the reader to Firdaus et al. (2018) and Waring et al. (2020). Overall and mainly due

to limitations from machine learning models to satisfy optimality of learned solutions in constrained

data-driven settings, these models are not widely used for inference in constrained environments.

Taken together, neither machine learning (due to a general lack of optimality guarantees) nor

inverse optimization (due to the inability to handle observations from different problems) alone

is ideal for data-intensive constrained inference. However, by leveraging the strengths of both

approaches, we develop a novel method that provides meaningful inference of unknown parameters

and learns optimal solutions. The main contribution of our method is in its ability to recover

different values for the unknown parameters of a general optimization problem through clustering

a set of observations. We do so by using an augmented machine learning approach embedded with

inverse optimization techniques that allow for optimally partitioning such observations. We show

such an approach is superior to stand-alone applications of machine learning models in providing

optimality guarantees for recommendations.

Our paper additionally contributes to the emerging stream of literature on human-algorithm

connections. Dietvorst et al. (2015) define algorithm aversion as the tendency of forecasters and

decision makers to use a human forecaster or algorithm against a statistical or evidence-based

model, even when the evidence-based algorithms outperform human models. They also suggest

that allowing users to modify algorithms mitigates algorithm aversion. This effect has been further

examined in more recent research through incorporating considerations such as partial adherence

to recommendations (Grand-Clément and Pauphilet 2022), treatment adherence (Lin et al. 2022),

patients’ resistance to medical artificial intelligence (Longoni et al. 2019), physicians’ reputation

concerns (Dai and Singh 2020), experts’ updated belief in the algorithm’s accuracy (de Veŕıcourt

and Gurkan 2022), and augmentation of algorithmic decisions with human knowledge (Chen et al.

2022). Our paper is consistent with the literature in that we incorporate individuals’ (unknown)

dietary preferences when making diet recommendation decisions. Unlike previous research, which

considers unconstrained decision environments, our framework allows the algorithm’s recommen-

dations to explicitly reflect known decision constraints.

Our paper was motivated by a diet recommendation problem, which is among the earliest appli-

cation areas of operations research. The seminal work by Stigler (1945) models diet recommen-

dation as an optimization problem and triggers broad interest among the optimization commu-

nity (Dantzig 1965). The original diet recommendation problem entails finding the optimal intake

amounts of different food items based on given constraints on food types and nutrients and given
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cost functions. Later studies have considered the diet recommendation problem at the individual

(Maillot et al. 2010) and community levels (Buttriss et al. 2014, Morgenstern et al. 2021). Other

studies in the literature point out influential factors (e.g., convenience and taste) in dietary choices

and note that recommendations should be focused on such aspects (Irz et al. 2016). Optimization

models have been used to model the diet recommendation problem as well (Gazan et al. 2018,

Ghobadi et al. 2018). Gazan et al. (2018) provide a review of diet optimization models that take

both sustainability and acceptability into account. However, diet models usually suffer from rec-

ommendations that are not personalized for the population in question due to inadequate access

to suitable cost functions or ill-defined feasible sets that are either infeasible or do not reflect the

desirable features that the patients demand, or due to sole reliance on the observed behaviors in

machine learning models that hinder adherence to healthier recommendations. Both inverse opti-

mization models (Ahmadi et al. 2020a, Ghobadi et al. 2018) and machine learning approaches

(Ivancic et al. 2020) have considered the problem of providing meaningful and acceptable diets

based on the observed decisions of patients. Although recent works consider providing clustering

results with optimality guarantees for the preferences (Shahmoradi and Lee 2022a) and consider

different objective vectors for each observation (Birge et al. 2022), to the best of our knowledge,

our paper is the first to develop a hybrid approach to jointly (1) clustering individuals based on

their dietary behaviors and (2) proposing optimal solutions and recovering unknown optimization

parameters for each group.

Our work also contributes to the vibrant healthcare operations management literature, in which

more tailored diet recommendations can be viewed as a gateway to improved quality of care. The

literature in healthcare operations management is broad and ever-evolving. We refer the reader to

Dai and Tayur (2020), Keskinocak and Savva (2020), and Terwiesch et al. (2020) for reviews of

the healthcare operation management literature. Evidence within the healthcare operations man-

agement literature shows human judgment and expert recommendation could improve prediction’

accuracy (Dai and Singh 2022, Ibrahim et al. 2021), and non-personalized treatment schedules are

not optimal for different groups of patients (Suen et al. 2022).

3. A Preference-Aware Inverse Optimization Approach

We consider a constrained decision-making environment where each decision maker (e.g., patient)

is subject to a fixed and known feasible set. Different decision makers may have diverse objective

functions even with shared decision constraints. Given a collection of observations, we develop a

method that optimally partitions the observed decisions and recovers cost vectors in such a way

that the representative decisions in each cluster are optimal for the recovered cost vector. This

problem has parallels in applied settings such as the daily dietary behaviors of individuals who
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follow a particular diet (e.g., the DASH diet) and existing radiation therapy treatment plans for

different patients (Goldenberg et al. 2019). An appealing feature of our method is its ability to

consider infeasible observations for the given feasible set. Such observations may contain important

information as the users may not be able or choose not to fully satisfy all constraints. For instance,

daily dietary behavior contains information about the user’s preferences and palate, regardless of

its feasibility for a particular diet.

We consider a set of different observations over a fixed and known polyhedral feasible set and

assume the utility functions of the decision makers for the decisions are linear but unknown. The

linearity assumption allows for a more tractable formulation while also allowing the objective

function to be monotonous in terms of dietary preferences. Our approach consists of partitioning

and learning: the partitioning component generates clusters of homogeneous decisions, and the

learning component learns cluster representatives that optimally recover the unknown objective

function based on observations within the cluster.

In the rest of this section, we first lay the groundwork of our approaches in Section 3.1 by setting

up the modeling environment and specifying the learning component. Section 3.2 presents the

general problem of combing machine learning and inverse optimization. Section 3.3 formulates the

general problem as a mixed-integer bilinear program.

3.1. Preliminary: Inverse Optimization

We consider a setting where a set of potentially non-homogeneous observations is given along with

a feasible set shared by all the observations. Corresponding to this setting is a forward linear

optimization model FO, where c∈Rn is the cost vector forming the utility function and Ω⊆Rn is

the feasible set where Ω 6= ∅:

FO(c,Ω) : maximize
x

c′x (1a)

subject to Ax≥ b, (1b)

x∈Rn. (1c)

In the above formulation, x∈Rn represents the decision variables of FO. The matrix A∈Rm×n and

the vector b∈Rm (m is the number of constraints) constitute the required parameters to define the

fixed feasible set Ω⊆Rn of the forward optimization problem, and we have Ω = {x∈Rn |Ax≥ b}.

Note the optimal solution set X∗ ⊆Ω for FO depends on the value of c. For a polyhedral feasible set

Ω, we denote the boundary of Ω as Ωopt, which contains all points in Ω that can be optimal for some

cost vector c 6= 0. For a non-homogeneous set of observed decisions X⊆Rn, our goal is to partition

the given set of observed decisions into a given number of clusters L such that the partitioning

decision reflects the feasible set Ω and each cluster pertains to a group of decision-makers with
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the same objective function. Whereas clustering algorithms provide optimal partitioning (based on

some metric) of the observations in the absence of constraints, we aim to incorporate the additional

knowledge of the constraints into the partitioning scheme. To that end, we first discuss the inverse

learning model as the specific inverse optimization approach we use to recover unknown cost vectors

and learn optimal solutions to linear optimization problems. Then, we combine clustering and

inverse optimization to recover optimization models for non-homogeneous observed decisions.

The learning component of our approach corresponds to an inverse optimization model that is

capable of recovering unknown parameters of optimization problems given homogeneous observed

decisions. Because our goal is to generate clusters and cluster representatives that are optimal for

the recovered utility functions, our inverse optimization model is the inverse learning framework,

which is capable of learning optimal solutions. The core idea of inverse learning is to find a solution

z ∈ Rn that results from minimal perturbation of given observed decisions X0 attributed to FO

to a singular optimal solution. By its nature of being an inverse optimization model, an inverse

learning model is also capable of recovering a cost vector c that makes the perturbed solution z

optimal for FO(c,Ω). We denote by y ∈Rm the dual variables associated with constraints forming

Ω; z ∈ Rn the perturbed solution contained on Ωopt; E ∈ Rn×K the perturbation matrix for the

observed decisions; and εk be the kth column of E. Then, the inverse learning model is as follows:

IO(X0,Ω) : minimize
c,y,z,E

D(z,X0) (2a)

subject to Az≥ b, (2b)

c′z= b′y, (2c)

A′y = c, (2d)

z= (xk− εk), ∀k ∈K (2e)
m∑
j=1

yj = 1, (2f)

y≥ 0. (2g)

In the inverse learning model, the objective is to minimize some metric D between the learned

solution z and the given observed decisions X0. The constraints of IO guarantee the feasibility (2b)

and optimality (2c) of z for FO(c,Ω). Note that although IO is non-convex, a growing body of

literature proposes methods to solve IO by re-formulating it as a series of convex models (Aswani

et al. 2018, Esfahani et al. 2018, Ghobadi and Mahmoudzadeh 2020). Additionally, it has been

shown that IO can be remodeled as a linearly constrained and convex optimization problem under

mild assumptions on the constraint matrix A (Ahmadi et al. 2020a, Chan et al. 2019). Ahmadi

et al. (2020a) show that when Ω 6= ∅, IO is feasible for any X0 and for any metric D. We use
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this result in later sections to formulate a general model for non-homogeneous decisions X that is

always feasible when Ω 6= ∅.

Although IO is a powerful tool for recovering utility functions from observed decisions, it has an

underlying assumption that c is the same as all observed decisions and that X0 is homogeneous.

As such, by definition, IO is not capable of handling non-homogeneity in the observed decisions. In

what follows, we consider clustering methodologies and develop a combined approach for learning

a series of cost vectors and partitioning observed decisions.

3.2. Recovering Optimization Models from Non-homogeneous Datasets

In the presence of a non-homogeneous set of observed decisions, X, over multiple unknown utility

functions c1, . . . ,cL, the practicality of the IO model discussed in the previous section is limited

because IO is capable of learning a unified cost vector for all observed decisions. The presence

of non-homogeneous decisions is analogous to a set of observed decisions from multiple decision

makers/users over the same feasible set (e.g., the diet recommendation problem for different patient

groups over the same dietary requirements). We aim to provide a method that can optimally (by

minimizing a metric) partition the set of observed decisions by identifying the decisions that share

the same decision maker and proposing a utility function for that decision maker. As such, we

formulate a problem that simultaneously partitions the observed decisions into a given number of

groups and recovers optimization models and their optimal solutions for each group.

Let X ⊆ Rn be a set of potentially non-homogeneous decisions made over Ω. We aim to par-

tition X into a given number of clusters X1, . . . ,XL while the model recovers utility parame-

ters c1, . . . ,cL and generates optimal solutions x1, . . . ,xL for the recovered optimization problems

FO1(c1,Ω), . . . ,FOL(cL,Ω) such that xl are the optimal solutions contained in Ωopt(cl)⊆ Rn, the

set of all optimal solutions to FO(cl,Ω) ∀l ∈L= {1, . . . ,L}. We formulate this partitioning problem

as follows:

MLIO(X,Ω,L) : minimize
X1,...,XL,x1,...,xL,c1,...,cL

L∑
l=1

D(xl,Xl) (3a)

subject to xl ∈Ωopt(cl), ∀l ∈L (3b)

Xλ ∩Xγ = ∅, ∀λ,γ ∈L, λ 6= γ (3c)
L⋃
l=1

Xl =X, (3d)

cl = 0 iff Ω =Rn. ∀l ∈L (3e)

We refer to formulation (3) as the machine learning and inverse optimization (MLIO) model.

The MLIO model has four types of constraints: First, constraint (3b) ensures learned solutions

xl are optimal for FO(cl,Ω). Next, constraints (3c) and (3d) impose the necessary criteria for
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{X1, . . . ,XL} to be a partition of X. In particular, constraint (3c) ensures each observed decision

will be included in exactly one cluster. Lastly, constraint (3e) ensures MLIO generalizes the uncon-

strained clustering problem. In the case of Ω = Rn, by setting all cl = 0, MLIO reduces to the

unconstrained clustering problem, and the centroids that minimize D over Rn are achieved.

The objective of MLIO is to minimize the difference between the observed decisions in each

cluster and the corresponding learned optimal solution for that cluster. In other words, MLIO looks

for a partitioning of observed decisions that minimizes the total loss (as measured by the metric

D) for all clusters. We keep the metric D generic and allow it to be specified by the human expert.

To show MLIO is well defined, we first outline the feasibility of MLIO for different values of L.

Proposition 1. MLIO(X,Ω,L) is feasible for all L∈N.

Proposition 1 shows MLIO is well-defined for any given set of observed decisions; for Ω 6= ∅,

the feasible set of MLIO(X,Ω,L), denoted by ΨL, is non-empty. An important characteristic of

the MLIO model is that the feasible set of MLIO covers all possible partitions of X, denoted by

PL(X). In other words, for any partition of X to L clusters, at least one solution for MLIO exists

that results in that partition. This is formalized in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. Let Ψ̂L be the set of all partitions (X1, . . . ,XL) ∈ PL(X) such that ∃

({x1, . . . ,xL} ,{c1, . . . ,cL}), where (X1, . . . ,XL,x1, . . . ,xL,c1, . . . ,cL) ∈ ΨL. Then, Ψ̂L covers

PL(X).

Propositions 1 and 2 establish that solving MLIO results in the optimal partition of X with

the desirable feature of recovering the appropriate number of optimization problems FO1, . . . ,FOL

and their corresponding optimal solutions x1, . . . ,xL and cost vectors c1, . . . ,cL. Furthermore, the

definition of MLIO provides a generalized approach for bridging the unsupervised machine learning

(clustering) problem and the multi-observation inverse optimization problem. For each cluster Xl,

MLIO recovers a cost vector cl and a solution xl that is rendered optimal for FO(cl,Ω), so setting

Ω = Rn reduces MLIO to the unsupervised learning problem where all recovered cost vectors are

equal to the zero vector and the learned solutions are the ones that minimize the metric over Rn.

On the other hand, setting L= 1 reduces MLIO to the inverse learning problem, where all observed

decisions are assumed to emerge from the same optimization problem and the same cost vector c.

Table 1 compares (1) unsupervised machine learning approaches (K-means), (2) inverse opti-

mization models (IO), and (3) the hybrid model (MLIO). As the table shows, the main advantage

of considering MLIO over existing inverse optimization models is MLIO’s capability to handle

potentially non-homogeneous decisions. As such, MLIO provides a general clustering approach that

is aware of the decisions that are feasible for the problem (Ω) where optimal clusters are learned
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Table 1 Comparison between unsupervised machine learning models, inverse optimization models, and MLIO

Features Unconstrained
Clustering

(e.g. K-means)

IO
(e.g. Inverse

learning)

MLIO

Proposing representative
decisions

X X X

Clustering capabilities
X X

Considering non-trivial feasible
sets ( 6=Rn)

X X

Utility Function recovery
X X

Learning optimal decisions
X X

based on the given metric D. The resulting optimal solution set of MLIO is a partition of the

original observed decisions into L groups, each group representing decisions that the formulations

recognize as being for the same optimization problem and sharing the same cost vector. MLIO

additionally provides optimal solutions for each such group in the partition.

The definition provided in formulation (3) for MLIO is general and can be applied to any setting

where inverse optimization can be modeled to learn optimal solutions. However, how it can be

explicitly modeled for different classes of FO problems is not obvious. As such, in what follows, we

provide an explicit formulation for solving MLIO as a mixed-integer bilinear optimization problem

that finds an optimal solution to MLIO. We provide this formulation by building on the modeling

approaches and techniques used for formulating IO.

3.3. A Mixed-Integer Bilinear Formulation

We now discuss how to explicitly model MLIO as an optimization problem and how to solve MLIO

in a linear setting. MLIO can be modeled as a mixed-integer bilinear problem (MLIO-MIBP) in

general by including binary variables indicating the inclusion of each observed decision in a cluster.

We denote by xl ∈Rn the learned solution for cluster l ∈L and v ∈RK×L a binary matrix indicating

the inclusion of observed decisions in each cluster, where vk,l = 1 if and only if observed decision k

is in cluster l. Note that a one-to-one correspondence exists between the matrix v and the partition

in each feasible solution to MLIO. We then have the following formulation:

MLIO-MIBP(X,Ω,L) : minimize
x,v,Y,C,E

L∑
l=1

K∑
k=1

D(xl,x
k) · vk,l

subject to Axl ≥ b, ∀l ∈L (4a)

c′lxl = b′yl, ∀l ∈L (4b)

A′yl = cl, ∀l ∈L (4c)
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xl · vk,l = (xk− εk) · vk,l, ∀k ∈K, l ∈L (4d)
m∑
j=1

yjl = 1, ∀l ∈L (4e)

L∑
l=1

vk,l = 1, ∀k ∈K (4f)

yl ≥ 0, ∀l ∈L (4g)

vk,l ∈ {0,1} , ∀k ∈K, l ∈L. (4h)

In the above formulation, constraints (4a), (4b), (4c), (4e), and (4g) are similar to their definitions

in (2). Constraints (4d) ensure observed decisions sharing the same cluster are perturbed to a

single solution. The constraints in formulation (4) ensure these perturbed solutions are contained

in Ωopt(cl) for each cluster and, hence, are optimal for their respective recovered cost vectors.

Constraints (4f) ensure each observed decision is included in exactly one cluster. Note that for

the special case of Ω = Rn, without loss of generality, we can remove constraints (4a), (4b), (4c),

(4e), and (4g) because A and b do not exist. In this case, MLIO-MIBP also reduces to the general

clustering problem for the metric D and L number of clusters. Finally, note MLIO-MIBP is devel-

oped as a generalization to the IO formulation to incorporate non-homogeneity in the observed

decisions. Proposition 3 formalizes this statement.

Proposition 3. Let (x∗,v∗,Y∗,C∗,E∗) be optimal for MLIO-MIBP(X,Ω,L). Then, for all l ∈
L, (C∗l ,Y

∗
l ,x

∗
l , Ê

∗
l ) is optimal for IO(X∗l ,Ω), where x∗l ,C

∗
l ,Y

∗
l are the lth rows of x∗,Y∗,C∗ and

Ê∗l is the matrix of rows of matrix E∗l for which vk,l = 1.

Proposition 3 shows how MLIO-MIBP generalizes IO for non-homogeneous decisions. Instead of

learning only one solution and recovering only one cost vector, MLIO-MIBP is capable of learn-

ing L optimal solutions and recovering L cost vectors for each cluster. We note that although

MLIO-MIBP is a mixed-integer bilinear program, it can be reformulated as a mixed-integer linear

program (Gupte et al. 2013).

Next, in Theorem 1, we show the important result that MLIO-MIBP is equivalent to MLIO.

Theorem 1. (x∗,v∗,Y∗,C∗,E∗) is optimal for MLIO-MIBP(X0,Ω,L) if and only if ∃ X̄ =

{X1, . . . ,XL} ∈PL(X), such that (X,x∗,C∗) is optimal for MLIO(X,Ω,L).

The MLIO-MIBP formulation detailed in this section provides an explicit formulation to solve

MLIO and learn the optimal partition of observed decisions in a general, potentially constrained

environment. However, recall from Section 3.1 that the presence of a combination of binary variables

and bilinear or non-convex constraints in MLIO-MIBP makes this model computationally expensive

in the general case. Thus, in the following section, we provide two computationally efficient solution

approaches to MLIO.
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4. Solution Approaches: Sequential vs. Embedded

In this section, we introduce two solution approaches to MLIO. Section 4.1 discusses a sequen-

tial solution approach where we first cluster the observed decisions independently from the given

feasible set (equivalent to solving the unsupervised learning problem) and use IO to find optimal

solutions and recover optimization problems for each cluster. Then, Section 4.2 discusses an iter-

ative, embedded solution approach that finds clusters by minimizing the loss of points that are

optimal for Ω from each cluster. The partition that is found by minimizing a convergence gap is

then returned by the algorithm. Finally, Section 4.3 compares the two solution approaches in terms

of optimal objective and run time with MLIO.

4.1. A Sequential Approach to Solving MLIO

Our first solution approach to tackling the complexity of MLIO-MIBP is to separate the clustering

component from the learning component. In other words, we provide an approach that utilizes

clustering models, such as the K-means method, to perform the clustering component of the learn-

ing process and use the IO model on each of the resulting clusters to learn optimal solutions. This

approach provides an efficient method for finding a feasible solution to MLIO because inverse linear

optimization models can be broken down into linearly constrained optimization problems. Fig-

ure 3 provides a schematic diagram of this approach. As shown in the figure, the non-homogeneous

observed decisions X undergo a clustering scheme using an unsupervised machine learning model,

and the resulting L clusters are each used as inputs to the IO model, alongside the known feasible

set Ω one by one, resulting in recovering at most L forward optimization problems and learning

at most L optimal solutions. We denote each learned optimal solution xl as a sequential machine

learning and inverse optimization (SEQ-MLIO) representative of cluster l. Whereas the SEQ-MLIO

approach is computationally efficient, it bears the assumption that decisions are not influenced by

the given feasible set and decisions closer to each other belong in the same cluster, which might

not hold in highly constrained settings. Nevertheless, the SEQ-MLIO approach serves as a use-

ful benchmark that can readily find a feasible solution for MLIO. Proposition 4 states that the

resulting solution of the approach is a feasible solution to MLIO.

Proposition 4. The solution ({X1
0, . . . ,X

L
0 } ,{x∗1, . . . ,x∗L} ,{c1, . . . ,cL}) resulting from the

SEQ-MLIO approach is a feasible solution for MLIO.

Proposition 4 shows the solution obtained by SEQ-MLIO is feasible for MLIO. Yet, SEQ-MLIO

does not provide a quality guarantee, because by design, it does not incorporate the available

knowledge on Ω in the partitioning process, which plays a vital role in determining similarities

among decisions. Furthermore, under SEQ-MLIO, the resulting partitioning suffers from the same
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Figure 3 Overview of the SEQ-MLIO methodology. This approach clusters the observations based on a given

loss metric and finds inverse optimal solutions for each cluster.

assumptions that rudimentary machine learning models are based on, which do not hold in gen-

eral when Ω 6= Rn. Therefore, the SEQ-MLIO partition of X0 is indifferent to Ω, and additional

available information on Ω does not affect the resulting partition and only affects the learned opti-

mal solutions. To address this issue, in what follows, we consider another solution approach that

captures Ω in the clustering algorithm.

4.2. An Embedded Approach to Solving MLIO

To improve on the solution found by SEQ-MLIO, one can either improve the partition or find cluster

representatives that decrease the overall loss. Because IO always learns cluster representatives with

the minimum loss to the observations within a cluster, finding improved partitions is a natural

direction to reduce the total loss. In this section, we provide a modified heuristics method that is

capable of providing partial optimality guarantees.

To start, consider the feasible set of MLIO that contains all possible partitions of X for a

given number of clusters. Developing a heuristic that learns optimal or local optimal solutions is a

daunting task. For such problems, previous literature has considered the notion of partial optimal

solutions as defined in Definition 1 (Chakraborty and Das 2017, Selim and Ismail 1984).

Definition 1. Let D(X1, . . . ,XL,x1, . . . ,xL) =
∑L

i=1 D(xi,X
i). The solution

(X1, . . . ,XL,x1, . . . ,xL,c1, . . . ,cL) is a partial optimal solution for MLIO if it satisfies the following:

(i) D(X1, . . . ,XL,x1, . . . ,xL)≤D(X′1, . . . ,X
′
L,x1, . . . ,xL) for any {X′1, . . . ,X′L} ∈PL(X).

(ii) D(X1, . . . ,XL,x1, . . . ,xL) ≤ D(X1, . . . ,XL,x
′
1, . . . ,x

′
L) for any solution set {x′1, . . . ,x′L} ⊆

Ωopt.

Definition 1 provides a measure of quality for a proposed solution to MLIO. A solution is partial

optimal if the sub-problems of finding the best set of clusters with fixed cluster representatives

(which corresponds to part (i) of the definition) and finding the best cluster representatives with a

fixed set of clusters do not yield better solutions (which corresponds to part (ii) of the definition)

in terms of the overall metric D.
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Using Definition 1, we propose an algorithm that converges to a partial optimal solution for

MLIO. To this end, we embed the inverse learning model (which provides optimality guarantees

for the learned parameters and solutions) into the clustering model (which handles the partitioning

decisions) to return optimal solutions as cluster representatives. Such an approach will allow the

model to update the partition of X0 in a direction that reduces the total loss. Instead of finding point

estimators in Rn that minimize loss to the observed decisions, our proposed embedded algorithm

aims to find solutions contained in Ωopt and reduce the distance between found solutions and the

decisions in the clusters until a local optimum is reached. We show the algorithm concludes after

a finite number of iterations and discuss desirable properties regarding the final output of the

algorithm. We then compare the results of these solution models in terms of optimal objective and

run time with MLIO in Sections 4.3 and 5.

The embedded approach EMB-MLIO is depicted in Figure 4 similar to the SEQ-MLIO in Sec-

tion 4.1. As indicated in Figure 4, additional steps for the EMB-MLIO approach can improve

the quality of the final solution relative to the SEQ-MLIO approach. Details of the EMB-MLIO

approach are provided in Algorithm 1. The algorithm starts with a distance-based clustering of

the observations (e.g., similar to the K-means algorithm) and iteratively solves the IO problem for

each cluster and updates the clusters based on the metric value of each observed decision to the

newly learned optimal solutions. The algorithm terminates if no changes are made to the clusters

or if the total loss does not decrease. We first outline the feasibility of the learned solutions from

Algorithm 1 for MLIO and show that for any observed decision set X0, EMB-MLIO returns a

solution with a smaller total loss (D) relative to SEQ-MLIO.

Proposition 5. The solutions (X1
0, . . . ,X

L
0 , x∗1, . . . ,x

∗
L,c1, . . . ,cL) from each iteration of Algo-

rithm 1 are feasible for MLIO.

Proposition 5 states that the solution returned using EMB-MLIO (Algorithm 1) contains opti-

mal solutions for each cluster. In the following proposition, we go one step further by showing

EMB-MLIO always provides a solution that reduces the total loss in comparison to the solution

obtained from SEQ-MLIO.

Proposition 6. Let ({XS
1 , . . . ,X

S
L} ,{xS1 , . . . ,xSL} ,{cS1 , . . . ,cSL}) be the MLIO feasible solution

resulting from the SEQ-MLIO approach. Then, ∃ ({XE
1 , . . . ,X

E
L} ,{xE1 , . . . ,xEL} ,{cE1 , . . . ,cEL}) can

be achieved from the EMB-MLIO approach using Algorithm 1 such that
∑L

l=1D(xEl ,X
E
l ) ≤∑L

l=1D(xSl ,X
S
l ).

EMB-MLIO is capable of finding local improvements, if any are available, when the solution

from SEQ-MLIO is input to Algorithm 1. Having established that Algorithm 1 is well-defined
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Figure 4 Overview of the EMB-MLIO methodology. This approach clusters the observations based on some loss

metric and finds inverse optimal solutions for each cluster, whereas an embedded inverse optimization

model guides the clustering updates in each iteration until the termination conditions are satisfied.

through Propositions 5 and 6, we now turn our attention to explaining the convergence and quality

of the final solution of Algorithm 1. We reiterate that because Algorithm 1 is a K-means type

algorithm, one can prove it terminates in a finite number of iterations. To prove this result, we

first show in Lemma 1 that each possible partition of X is visited at most once through the course

of Algorithm 1.

Lemma 1. Any X̄= {X1, . . . ,XL} ∈PL(X) is visited at most once through in Algorithm 1.

Using the results of Lemma 1 and the fact that Algorithm 1 is strictly decreasing in terms of

total loss between iterations, we show in Proposition 7 that Algorithm 1 converges to a solution

in a finite number of iterations. We note the process of proving the convergence of Algorithm 1 is

similar to the work of Selim and Ismail (1984), who show similar results for the K-means algorithm.

Proposition 7. Algorithm 1 converges in ρ≤ |PL(X)| iterations.

Proposition 7 shows Algorithm 1 always converges to a solution in a finite number of iterations,

which is capped at the number of possible partitions corresponding to the desirable number of

clusters L. Note this result per se does not guarantee the performance of the final solution of

Algorithm 1. Next, in Theorem 2, we show the output of the algorithm is a partial optimal solution

for MLIO.

Theorem 2. Let (X1, ...,XL,x1, ...,xL,c1, ...,cL) be the output of Algorithm 1 on (X0,Ω,L).

Then, (X1, ...,XL,x1, ...,xL,c1, ...,cL) is a partial optimal solution for MLIO.
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Algorithm 1 EMB-MLIO for Clustering Decisions

1: INPUT: X, Ω, L

2: OUTPUT: X1, ...,XL, x1, ...,xL, c1, ...,cL

3: Select Initial Partition X1, ...,XL

4: Step:

5: for i∈ {1, ...,L} do

6: ci,yi,xi,Ei←Solve IOi(Xi,Ω)

7: end for

8: for x∈X do

9: Find i∗ = arg min{D(x,xi) ∀i∈L}

10: Add x to XNew

11: end for

12: X̄←{X1, . . . ,XL}, X̄New←{XNew
1 , . . . ,XNew

L }

13: if X̄New = X̄ then

14: X1, ...,XL←XNew
1 , ...,XNew

L

15: STOP

16: end if

17: if D(XNew
1 , . . . ,XNew

L ,x1, . . . ,xL) =D(X1, . . . ,XL,x1, . . . ,xL) then

18: X1, ...,XL←XNew
1 , ...,XNew

L

19: STOP

20: else

21: X1, ...,XL←XNew
1 , ...,XNew

L

22: Go to Step.

23: end if

Based on the above discussions, the resulting partition from Algorithm 1 has the desirable

characteristic of being a partial optimal solution for MLIO. Additionally, using arguments similar

to those in the literature (Selim and Ismail 1984), one can show the final MLIO solution found from

Algorithm 1 is a local optimal solution of MLIO for a polyhedral Ω. Stated differently, EMB-MLIO

is capable of efficiently providing an MLIO solution with desirable characteristics.

4.3. Numerical Illustration

We now illustrate our proposed models through a bi-dimensional numerical example. We consider

a fixed feasible set Ω representing known constraints for healthy lifestyles, and assume a number of

observed decisions scattered over this fixed feasible set. We then compare how different models per-

form in partitioning these given decisions, learning optimal solutions, and recovering optimization
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(a) Feasible Set (b) K-means (c) IO

(d) SEQ-MLIO (e) EMB-MLIO (f) MLIO-MIBP

Figure 5 Comparison of partitioning results using MLIO-MIBP, SEQ-MLIO and EMB-MLIO as well as stand-

alone inverse optimization and clustering models for a two-dimensional example problem. Combining

machine learning and inverse optimization approaches allows MLIO-MIBP and EMB-MLIO to modify

the color mapping of clusters and representative solutions to adhere to knowledge gained using Ω.

models for these observed decisions.

Example 1. Let Ω = {(x1, x2) | 1≤ x1 ≤ 5, 1≤ x2 ≤ 10, x1 +x2 ≤ 15} be a bi-dimensional

polyhedral feasible set of a constrained decision making environment with unknown cost vectors.

This fixed and known feasible set represents the constraints for healthy lifestyles that MLIO models

use to provide a partitioning of the observed decisions for a given number of clusters. Additionally,

a set of 80 observed decisions was randomly generated that included both feasible and infeasible

points for Ω. The observed decisions and Ω are shown in Figure 5(a). For linear problems, the

relationship between optimality and vicinity to the boundary of Ω will cause the MLIO models to

provide an alternative partitioning in comparison to stand-alone unsupervised clustering models,

as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 and Table 2 compare the results of employing (1) stand-alone inverse optimization, (2)

K-means clustering, (3) the MLIOMLIO-MIBP model, (4) the benchmark model SEQ-MLIO, and (5)

the heuristics solution model EMB-MLIO for the example case of clustering the given 80 decisions
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to three groups using the norm 2 distance between observed decisions and the optimal solution as

the metric. Figure 5(a) shows the feasible set and the observed decisions, and the other subfigures

show the result from applying each model to the observed decisions and the given feasible set for

finding three groups. Figure 5(b) shows the clustering result of employing the conventionalK-means

algorithm to X. Note K-means is blind to Ω. On the other hand, Figure 5(c) represents the outcome

of applying the inverse learning model to the observed decisions while assuming (for comparison

purposes) the observed decisions are homogeneous; the inverse learning model learns an optimal

solution to FO that minimizes the defined metric for the case of only one cluster, because the inverse

learning model, by definition, lacks partitioning capabilities. The same effect asK-means is also seen

in the benchmark model SEQ-MLIO in Figure 5(d). Although the benchmark model SEQ-MLIO

captures relatively acceptable optimal solutions (in the case of this representative example), the

partitioning of the observed decisions suffers from being blind to Ω. As shown in Figure 5(e), using

the modified heuristics method, EMB-MLIO, results in shifting the mappings found for different

clusters based on the additional knowledge provided by Ω. This finding is confirmed by the results

from solving the MLIOMLIO-MIBP model, which partitions the observed decisions in a manner that

benefits from the given constraint data and is optimal based on the definition of MLIO. This feature

is particularly important because EMB-MLIO is solved in a fraction of the time required for solving

MLIOMLIO-MIBP. All these models—except MLIOMLIO-MIBP—solve the bi-dimensional example in a

fraction of a second, including the heuristics models SEQ-MLIO and EMB-MLIO with EMB-MLIO

finding the optimal solution that MLIOMLIO-MIBP finds. As shown in the table, whereas K-means

results in the least amount of total distance to the observed decisions, the centroids provided by

K-means are not optimal solutions in general.

Based on the results of the representative bi-dimensional example in this section, we observe

that using the heuristic model EMB-MLIO is significantly faster than and can be as capable as

MLIO at finding optimal solutions for simple problems. In what follows, we apply the EMB-MLIO

model as a surrogate for MLIO in the setting of the diet recommendation problem for a set of

non-homogeneous dietary behavior data. We compare the results of the EMB-MLIO model with

the benchmark model SEQ-MLIO and stand-alone unsupervised learning models such as K-means.

We provide insights into the parallels between unsupervised clustering problems and the MLIO

problem and compare the resulting recommended diets based on the known expert data.

5. Data-Driven Diet Recommendation

In this section, we apply the MLIO model and its two solution approaches to the NHANES dataset.

In Section 5.1, we briefly discuss the data used as the source for the observed dietary decisions and

the constraint knowledge that forms the fixed and known Ω for the partially known optimization
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Table 2 Comparison of model performances for a representative bi-dimensional example in the case of three

clusters. EMB-MLIO finds the same solution that MLIO-MIBP finds at optimality. EMB-MLIO is solved within

comparable times to the other solution models. K-means is not built for recovering the cost vectors, and both

K-means and IO provide inferior optimality gap values based on the optimal solution found by MLIO-MIBP.

Although the gap is slightly higher for SEQ-MLIO, EMB-MLIO reduces the gap to zero by finding the same

optimal solution as MLIO-MIBP in roughly 0.5 seconds.

Model Learned
Centroids

Recovered
Cost

Vectors

Total Optimality
Gap

Total Distance to
Observed Decisions

Solution Time
(Sec.)

K-means

(1.9,4.8)

(5.4,7.3)

(6.6,3.5)

NA 1.75 96.82 0.025

IO (6.7,7.3) (0.5,0.5) 10.86 315.1 0.121

SEQ-MLIO

(2,4.8)

(5.4,7.6)

(6.6,2)

(−1.0,0.0)

(0.5,0.5)

(0.0,−1.0)

0.32 136.7 0.188

EMB-MLIO

(2,4.8)

(5.5,7.4)

(6.5,2)

(−1.0,0.0)

(0.5,0.5)

(0.0,−1.0)

0.00 135.2 0.594

MLIO-MIBP
(optimal)

(2,4.8)

(5.5,7.4)

(6.5,2)

(−1.0,0.0)

(0.5,0.5)

(0.0,−1.0)

0.00 135.2 >100

models. We then train models using EMB-MLIO, SEQ-MLIO, and K-means methods to partition

the observed decisions. In Section 5.2, we provide comparisons on how these two models perform

in partitioning the observed decisions to different groups and discuss relevant results.

The data-driven diet recommendation problem we consider contains different nutritional con-

straints that form the known and fixed Ω showcasing nutritional constraints that are extensively

used in the literature (see, e.g., Garille and Gass 2001). We base this problem on the nutritional

constraints of a popular diet for reducing hypertension in adults, where the dietary preferences of

the patients are unknown (cost vectors). We use a set of daily food intake data from patients to

recover their dietary preferences and recover optimization problems such that each optimization

problem is tailored to a group of similar patients based on their dietary behaviors. To do so, we

employ the EMB-MLIO model to partition the observed behaviors into a given number of clusters,

recover the dietary preferences of the patients within each cluster, and recommend dietary choices

for each group of similar patients. These recommendations will then have the desirable quality

of minimizing in-group distances within each cluster and adhering optimally to the constraints of

the DASH diet. For comparison, we consider the K-means clustering model and the SEQ-MLIO

heuristics model as baseline benchmark models and base our performance metrics on the in-group
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distances of the observed decisions and behaviors of the patients in the same group with the recom-

mended diets provided by the EMB-MLIO and SEQ-MLIO models in the form of optimal solutions

to optimization problems and their nutritional qualities.

5.1. Data

We draw our analysis from several datasets. To incorporate the shared feasible set Ω that repre-

sents the known constraints in the diet recommendation problem, we use the recommendations

of the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) eating plan (DASH 2018) and form the

constraints based on lower and upper bound nutritional bounds. These bounds are primarily based

on evaluating the lower- and upper-bounds provided by the DASH eating plan for different food

groups. Additionally, the forward optimization problem is capable of containing a myriad of other

types of constraints (e.g., food-group-serving constraints), and the application of MLIO models is

not contingent on the presence of specific types of constraints in Ω. The observations for the appli-

cation of the diet recommendation problem are individuals’ daily food intakes, gathered from the

open-access data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) dataset

(CDC 2020). The reader is referred to the corresponding GitHub repository (Ahmadi et al. 2020b)

for further details about this dataset.

Consider, from a more technical standpoint, the structure of FO in formulation (1), the variables

of FO include the amount of daily intake for each food item, and the cost vector representing

the preferences of the patients in each cluster. We allow non-homogeneity in observed decisions in

terms of their dietary behavior and use the known constraints and the observed behaviors to cluster

the decisions to homogeneous groups. The left-hand-side constraint matrix (A) is the amount of

nutrients in a serving of each of the food items for each nutrient, and each nutrient has a lower-

and upper-bound constraint. The right-hand-side constraint matrix (b) contains the bounds for

each nutrient. These bounds are interpreted from the recommendation of the DASH eating plan

(DASH 2018).

For the analysis that follows, we consider a set of 900 patients with similar demographics and per-

form an 80-20 split of the data for training and testing purposes. Then, EMB-MLIO, SEQ-MLIO,

and K-means models are trained with 720 data points. We vary the number of clusters between 1

and 20 to observe the behavior of all models. We note the number of clusters indicates the number

of different optimal solutions and cost vectors that the EMB-MLIO and SEQ-MLIO models recover

for the problem. We spotlight insights into how the EMB-MLIO models approach the partitioning

problem differently in comparison to K-means and discuss various features of the models.
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5.2. Results and Discussions

In this section, we provide the results of training the EMB-MLIO and the benchmark model

SEQ-MLIO on the observed dietary behaviors of the patients described in the previous section.

To compare these results against each other, we consider the results of the models for different

food items (as the decision variables of the optimization problem) and the nutrient values (as the

main constituents of Ω) and compare them with the results of stand-alone applications of machine

learning (K-means) clustering model (K-means). (Note that for the purposes of the analyses in this

section, we use EMB-MLIO instead of MLIOMLIO-MIBP for the sake of computational efficiency.)

Figure 6 compares the total in-group distances between observed decisions for the EMB-MLIO,

SEQ-MLIO, and K-means models. For different values of the numbers of clusters in the partition,

EMB-MLIO outperforms SEQ-MLIO for the training data. In comparison to K-means, whereas

MLIO models perform on a subset of Rn and provide solutions that are farther from the observations

than K-means, they provide optimal solutions over the known Ω. Figure 6 shows the increase in

the loss in comparison to K-means is not large. Additionally, the optimality-gap comparison figure

shows how K-means does not provide optimal solutions with regard to Ω when proposing solutions

for each cluster. We also note that, similar to conventional unsupervised learning models, this

figure can also be used to get a notion of the appropriate number of clusters. In this case, because

the curves are decreasing, one can either consider four clusters as an elbow point or consider 20

clusters for analysis. In what follows, we provide results for 20 clusters to facilitate comparisons

across models.

An important aspect of the diet recommendation problem is the nutritional quality of the diets

generated by the algorithm. Thus, we compare the results of the MLIO model with K-means

models. As expected, because K-means models are naturally blind to the nutritional bounds, K-

means models will only replicate the original behaviors of the patients, whereas MLIO will strike a

balance between replicating behaviors and adhering to the hard constraints set by the DASH diet

requirements. Figure 7 compares the nutritional values of the recommended diet for both models

for 20 clusters. For better representation, results are also shown via box plots representing the 10,

25, 50, 75, and 90 quantiles. Most notably, one can observe that MLIO restricts target nutrients of

the DASH diet, such as sodium and cholesterol, but allows for comparable values with the original

behaviors for other nutrients. The results show using MLIO allows dietitians to easily find diets

that strike a balance between patient preferences and dietary goals.

In addition to comparing the in-group distances to the centroids and analyzing the quality of the

recommended diets based on their nutritional values, we can analyze the centroids learned from

the applications of the EMB-MLIO model and a stand-alone unsupervised learning model such as

K-means. Figure 8 compares the values of each food item for EMB-MLIO (designated as MLIO
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Figure 6 The average in-group distances are calculated for different numbers of clusters using the K-means

(gray), SEQ-MLIO (orange), and EMB-MLIO (navy). Figure 6a illustrates the average distance from

the obtained solutions to the observed decisions within their clusters in the training data. Figure 6b

represents similar values with regard to the testing data. As shown, in both cases, EMB-MLIO consis-

tently achieves smaller distances than SEQ-MLIO. Figure 6c shows the optimality gap of these models,

where EMB-MLIO achieves optimality and SEQ-MLIO averages around 0.5 in the total normalized

optimality gap to the number of data points in the training set. In most cases, K-means represents

a fluctuating pattern with normalized values above 4. For this analysis, training and testing samples

include 720 and 180 data points of daily food intake, respectively.

in the figure) and K-means (designated as K-means in the figure). This comparison indicates the

distinctions between the K-means and MLIO approaches in their learning solutions. Most notable

among the food items, one can point out the fruit and seed food groups, which MLIO recom-

mends significantly more than K-means. This difference in increased value represents adherence to

nutritional bounds in recommending nutritious food groups. Additionally, as observed from Fig-

ure 9, recommendations for fruits are quite diverse for different clusters of patients. This can be

attributed to the high bounds on dietary fiber. Because different clusters exhibit different levels of
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Figure 7 Box plots for the nutritional values of the diets recommended using the K-means and the EMB-MLIO

models. Nutrients with infeasible values are shaded. K-means recommends out of limit values for sodium

and dietary fiber across the board, whereas EMB-MLIO recommends diets that adhere to DASH limits

(the non-shaded areas in the figures). K-means recommendations do not completely adhere to DASH

limits for all clusters in the cases of total fat, protein, and cholesterol.
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Figure 8 Comparison of food group recommendations between the EMB-MLIO and K-means models.

fiber, fruits are used primarily to adjust diets to the required levels imposed by the DASH diet.

On the other hand, items such as cheeses, creams, and dressings are among the foods that MLIO

recommends noticeably less than K-means, which also represents restricting unhealthy groups,

whereas bread, crackers, and milk are among the foods that MLIO and K-means recommend to

comparable extents, demonstrating MLIO’s adherence to original behaviors as much as possible.

The results of this figure confirm how MLIO balances between replicating original behaviors and

incorporating constraint information.

The results provided in this section show the MLIO approach is capable of both (1) providing

improved partitioning of observed decisions when information on healthy nutritional boundaries

is available and also recovering optimization problems and (2) learning the best possible optimal

solutions to such optimization problems based on the decisions partitioned in the same cluster. In

the case of the diet recommendation, the recommendation system is capable of balancing between

the healthy dietary constraints forming the dietary nutritional bounds and the observed behavior

of the patients, and it provides diets that conform to the known dietary constraints. Additionally,

we showed that, whereas MLIO restricts the unhealthy behaviors of patients, it is also capable of

replicating their original preferences to the extent that the constraint-set information allows.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we present a novel, data-driven approach to generating diet recommendations that

incorporate both diverse dietary preferences and healthy dietary standards. This approach unifies
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Figure 9 Individual food-group recommendations between the EMB-MLIO and K-means models. EMB-MLIO

promotes healthy food groups such as fruits and seeds, whereas K-means replicates general unhealthy

behaviors such as excessive consumption of creams in certain groups. Dots with increased radii indicate

a higher number of groups that have that level of recommended intake for the food group.

inverse optimization and clustering. Under this hybrid approach, for the first time, inverse learn-

ing is embedded into a clustering scheme to recover unknown parameters and generate optimal

solutions while ensuring optimality for generated solutions that act as cluster representatives. We

demonstrated that sequentially applying unsupervised learning models (for partitioning of indi-

viduals) and inverse optimization models (for recovering the optimization problems) results in

structurally distinct and suboptimal partitioning of observed decisions compared with solving the

actual optimization problem; we proposed a solution method that provides some level of assurance

over the partitioning quality. To this end, we developed a novel solution strategy that embeds clus-

tering techniques and inverse optimization into each other. This strategy generalizes the clustering

problem to the case where cluster representatives are subject to hard constraints and connects the

generalized problem to existing inverse optimization models that recover the original optimization
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problems using observed data.

The advantages of our hybrid approach are twofold. Results from applying the MLIO models to

a bi-dimensional example with non-homogeneous observations over a fixed feasible set show how

MLIO adapts to the known hard constraints of the problem setting. Equally important, applying

MLIO models to the diet recommendation problem enables diet plan makers to incorporate group

preferences by recovering missing objective functions and proposing optimal diets for different

groups of individuals. Using MLIO—as opposed to conventional machine learning techniques—

allows dietary constraints to play a role in sharing how observations are clustered. By using MLIO,

we are able to redirect the recommendations of the systems toward diets that adhere to the nutri-

tional limits set forth by experts, in our case, the DASH eating plans. Specifically for the diet

recommendation problem, a näıve clustering model results in the replication of unhealthy behaviors

of patients. By contrast, we show MLIO models are capable of recommending diets that comply

with DASH nutritional standards.

The MLIO approach described in this paper represents a step forward in modeling clustering

problems with the goal of recommending optimal decisions for groups. This new approach will

allow for data-driven decision support in applications such as the diet recommendation problem

discussed in Section 5. The MLIO approach can be used as the basis for developing an interactive

recommendation tool that provides dietary recommendations based on their dietary history and

dietary constraints catered to their needs.
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Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1 Let X1, . . . ,XL be some partition of X0. IO1(Ω,X1), . . . , IOL(Ω,XL) are all feasible

and have at least one optimal solution set. Let (c1,y1,x
∗
1,E1), . . . , (cL,yL,x

∗
L,EL) be optimal solutions

for IO1(Ω,X1), . . . ,IOL(Ω,XL), respectively. Because x∗l are optimal for FO(cl,Ω) ∀l ∈ L, the solution

(x∗1, . . . ,x
∗
L, c1, . . . ,cL) satisfies constraint (3b). Then, X1, . . . ,XL, x∗1, . . . ,x

∗
L, c1, . . . ,cL is a feasible solution

for MLIO(X0,Ω,L). Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 2 Let X1, . . . ,XL ∈ PL(X) be a partition of X0 to L clusters. Due to fea-

sibility of IO, x1, . . . ,xL exist such that solution sets ({c1,y1,x1,E1} , . . . ,{cL,yL,xL,EL} are opti-

mal for IO(X1,Ω), . . . , IO(XL,Ω) respectively. As such, X1, . . . ,XL,x1, . . . ,xL,c1, . . . ,cL is feasible for

MLIO(X0,Ω,L). Because the same is true for any partition in PL(X), PL(X)⊆ Ψ̂L. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3 Let (x∗,v∗,Y∗,C∗,E∗) be optimal for MLIO-MIBP(X0,Ω,L). We first show that

for each l ∈ L, (C∗l ,Y
∗
l ,x

∗
l , Ê

∗
l ) is feasible for IO(X∗l ,Ω), where (C∗l ,Y

∗
l ,x

∗
l , Ê

∗
l ) are defined similar to

the statement of the proposition. This can be verified by noting constraints of MLIO-MIBP are equiv-

alent to IO for each value of l. Now, assume to the contrary that for some l ∈ L, (C∗l ,Y
∗
l ,x

∗
l , Ê

∗
l )

is not optimal for IO(X∗l ,Ω). Then, some solution (C′l,Y
′
l,x
′
l,E
′
l) exist that is optimal for IO(X∗l ,Ω),

such that D(X∗l ,x
′
l) < D(X∗l ,x

∗
l ). However, we can build another solution to MLIO-MIBP(X0,Ω,L) by

replacing (C∗l ,Y
∗
l ,x

∗
l , Ê

∗
l ) with (C′l,Y

′
l,x
′
l,E
′
l) in the solution (x∗,v∗,Y∗,C∗,E∗). Because this new solu-

tion is feasible for MLIO-MIBP(X0,Ω,L), this is a contradiction to (x∗,v∗,Y∗,C∗,E∗) being optimal for

MLIO-MIBP(X0,Ω,L) as we have found a new solution with a smaller objective value. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1 Let (x∗,v∗,Y∗,C∗,E∗) be optimal for MLIO-MIBP(X0,Ω,L). Additionally, for l ∈ L,

let Xl be the set of all elements of X0 such that xk ∈Xl if and only if v∗k,l = 1. Considering that the solution

(X∗,v∗,Y∗,C∗,E∗) is feasible for MLIO-MIBP(X0,Ω,L); it satisfies (4f). Therefore, we have
⋃L

l=1Xl =X0,

and as such, {X1, . . . ,XL} is a partition of X0. Additionally, constraints (4a), (4b), and (4c) ensure for all l ∈

L, x∗l is optimal for FO(C∗l ,Ω). Therefore, ∀l ∈L, we have x∗l ∈Ωopt(cl) and as such, ({X1, . . . ,XL} ,x∗,C∗)

is feasible for MLIO. Now, assume to the contrary that ({X1, . . . ,XL} ,x∗,C∗) is not optimal for MLIO.

Then, because any solution of MLIO can be mapped to at least one solution of MLIO-MIBP by similar

arguments as above, we would find a better solution for MLIO-MIBP than (x∗,v∗,Y∗,C∗,E∗), which is a

contradiction to (x∗,v∗,Y∗,C∗,E∗) being optimal for MLIO-MIBP(X0,Ω,L). Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 4 Let ({X1, . . . ,XL} ,{x∗1, . . . ,x∗L} ,{c1, . . . ,cL}) be the solution obtained from

SEQ-MLIO. To show ({X1, . . . ,XL} ,{x∗1, . . . ,x∗L} ,{c1, . . . ,cL}) is feasible for MLIO, we need to prove ∀l ∈L,

x∗l ∈ Ωopt(cl). However, notice that based on the definition of SEQ-MLIO, ∀l ∈ L, x∗l is part of an optimal

solution to IO(Xl,Ω), which is equivalent to x∗l being contained in Ωopt(cl). As such, the solution obtained

by SEQ-MLIO is feasible for MLIO. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5 We first note that by definition of Algorithm 1, for the solution

set ({Xi
1, . . . ,X

i
L} ,{xi

1, . . . ,x
i
L} ,{ci

1, . . . ,c
i
L}) found in the ith iteration of Algorithm 1, solutions

(ci
1,y

i
1,x

i
1,E

i
1), . . . , (ci

L,y
i
L,x

i
L,E

i
L) exist that are optimal for IO(Ω,Xi

1), ..., IO(Ω,Xi
L), respectively. As such,
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recalling the definition of Ωopt(c), we have xi
1 ∈Ωopt(ci

1), . . . ,xi
L ∈Ωopt(ci

L). Because {Xi
1, . . . ,X

i
L} is a par-

tition of X0, ({Xi
1, . . . ,X

i
L} ,{xi

1, . . . ,x
i
L} ,{ci

1, . . . ,c
i
L}) is feasible for MLIO. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 6 Let ({XS
1 , . . . ,X

S
L} ,{xS

1 , . . . ,x
S
L} ,{cS

1 , . . . ,c
S
L} ,{cS

1 , . . . ,c
S
L}) be the MLIO solution

resulting from the SEQ-MLIO approach. One can initialize Algorithm 1 using {XS
1 , . . . ,X

S
L} as the ini-

tial partition of X0. Considering that Algorithm 1 is strictly decreasing between iterations in terms

of the total loss
∑L

l=1D(xl,Xl), if we denote the output partition and solution set of Algorithm 1 as

({XE
1 , . . . ,X

E
L} ,{xE

1 , . . . ,x
E
L} ,{cE

1 , . . . ,c
E
L}), we have

∑L

l=1D(xE
l ,X

E
l )≤

∑L

l=1D(xS
l ,X

S
l ). Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 1 Assume to the contrary that ∃ X̄ = {X1, . . . ,XL} ∈PL(X) that is visited twice in Algo-

rithm 1 on iterations i and j. For iterations i and j, we have {Xi
1, . . . ,X

i
L}=

{
Xj

1, . . . ,X
j
L

}
. However, this

means that for iterations i and j, ∀ l ∈L, ∃ (ci
l,y

i
l ,x

i
l,E

i
l) optimal for IO(Ω,Xi

l) and (cj
l ,y

j
l ,x

j
l ,E

j
l ) optimal

for IO(Ω,Xj
l ) where {xi

1, . . . ,x
i
L}=

{
xj
1, . . . ,x

j
L

}
. Therefore, for these iterations, we have

∑L

l=1D(xi
l,X

i
l) =∑L

l=1D(xj
l ,X

j
l ). But this is in contradiction to Algorithm 1 being strictly decreasing in terms of D between

iterations. As such, each partition is visited at most once throughout Algorithm 1. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 7 Using the results of Lemma 1, each potential partition {X1, . . . ,XL} ∈ PL(X) is

visited at most once in Algorithm 1. Noting the total number of possible partitions of X0 to L clusters is

equal to |PL(X)|, the number of iterations required for Algorithm 1 to stop and return a solution is at most

|PL(X)|. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 2 Let ({X1, . . . ,XL} ,{x1, . . . ,xL} ,{c1, . . . ,cL}) be the final solution obtained by running

Algorithm 1 on X0. We first note that based on the operations done on lines 5 to 11 of Algorithm 1, for each

solution of EMB-MLIO in each iteration, the first condition of Definition 1 is satisfied as these lines find the

best possible partition for a given set of optimal solutions in Ωopt. To investigate the second condition of

Definition 1, we note that for ({X1, . . . ,XL} ,{x1, . . . ,xL} ,{c1, . . . ,cL}), three possible cases exist:

Case 1. Stop criterion at line 15 of Algorithm 1: In this case, solving IO for the last iteration solution did

not yield a better optimal solution set. As such, the original optimal solution set {x1, . . . ,xL} was already

the best possible solution set on Ωopt, which is equivalent to the second condition in Definition 1.

Case 2. Stop criterion at line 19 of Algorithm 1: In this case, although updating the partition did

change X1, ...,XL to a different partition XNew
1 , ...,XNew

L , this has not changed the total loss and we have

D(XNew
1 , . . . ,XNew

L ,x1, . . . ,xL) = D(X1, . . . ,XL,x1, . . . ,xL). Therefore, although some other partition may

generate the same total loss D for the optimal solution set {x1, . . . ,xL}, no partition exists that provides a

smaller total loss D. This is again equivalent to the second criterion of Definition 1.

Case 3. Neither Stop criteria in Algorithm 1: In this case, due to Algorithm 1 being strictly decreasing, the

final solution found from Algorithm 1 is the global optimal solution because Algorithm 1 has exhausted all

possible partitions in PL(X). Because the global optimal solution is a partial optimal solution as well, the

statement holds. Q.E.D.
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